
AN ANALYSIS OF THE OTHER IN TAXI DRIVER

Travis' decision to become a taxi driver, especially one who will work Wizard and the other drivers are worried about
attacks on cabbies; Sport and Iris depend .

We end not on carnage but on redemption, which is the goal of so many of Scorsese's characters. Via his
narrative journal, Travis is soon revealed to be a lonely and depressed young man of 26 years. What makes
Travis compelling and more than just a psychopath is the allusion that part of him wants to do good. He
admits that the last scene of Bickle glancing at an unseen object implies that Bickle might fall into rage and
recklessness in the future, and he is like "a ticking time bomb". As the film closes, the misanthrope has been
embraced as the model citizenâ€”someone who takes on pimps, drug dealers, and mobsters to save one little
girl. We end not on carnage but on redemption, which is the goal of so many of Scorsese's characters. To see
this misfit as a heroâ€”any kind of heroâ€”one basically has to share his prejudices. A letter and clippings
from the Steensmas, Iris' parents, thank him for saving their girl. However, to avoid being judged as a racist
film, Scorsese made concessions, such as casting Harvey Keitel as a pimp, although Scorsese and Schrader
searched but found only black pimps in the area where they were filming. Travis refuses to even touch the bill;
it is tainted by the scum of the city. Betsy handles her job with confidence and ease. Revised Edition. Schrader
found himself understanding, to a degree, how someone in his own state of terminal loneliness could decline
into someone like Bremer. To some extent, this view of New York reflects Travis's warped, isolated
perspective, but he is not alone in feeling lonely. The senator asks Travis "what's the one thing that bugs you
the most? At this point, getting booed at the Palais puts a film in pretty good company. Barnett also observes
that the opposing noises in the soundtrackâ€”gritty little harp figures, hard as shards of steel, as well as a jazz
drum kit placing the drama in the cityâ€”are indicative of loneliness in the midst of mobs of people. She was
wearing a yellow dress, answering the phone at her desk. But then again, he might just be a flaneur, wandering
a city that drives him to madness. When she takes time out for RnR with Travis, she soon realizes her mistake
and abandons him for Palantine again. With both Betsy and Iris, he has a friendly conversation in a coffee
shop, followed by an aborted "date," followed by attacks on the men he perceived as controlling them; he tries
unsuccessfully to assassinate Palatine, and then goes gunning for Sport. Robert De Niro magnificently
portrays his character right down to the core, intensifying the oh so shockingly real personality of Travis
Bickle. Simple poise and status do not impress her; she seeks out the extraordinary qualities in men. This man
represents every man in his loneliness and potential for violence. Bickle has been seen as a religious avenger
singularly compelled by his sexual repression and violent impulses. Wizard talks about the degradation of the
night time in the city. But by his own admission, he also poured a lot of himself into the budding vigilante,
exorcising personal demons through a hallucinatory revenge fantasy. Advertisement The film has a certain
stylistic resonance with " Mean Streets " , the first Scorsese film in which Keitel and De Niro worked together.
Travis's thoughts turn more violent. This eerie title sequence gives way to Travis, who enters a Checkered Cab
dispatch office looking for a job with a mist following behind him, as though he has materialized from
nothingness. The journal paints Travis as a lonely man, who feels isolated and alienated by the big city. Travis
shows up at a campaign rally for Senator Palantine now sporting a mohawk. In the beginning of the film,
Travis complains about being lonely and not having any place to go. Travis Bickle exists in "Taxi Driver" as a
character with a desperate need to make some kind of contact somehow--to share or mimic the effortless social
interaction he sees all around him, but does not participate in. As the movie ends, the niece is reunited with her
surviving biological family, and the last shot shows Wayne silhouetted in a doorway, drawn once again to the
wide open spaces. In both films, the heroes grow obsessed with "rescuing" women who may not, in fact, want
to be rescued. His attorney concluded his defense by playing the movie for the jury. By constantly reinforcing
the dreamlike nature of the story, the director makes it seem that we are floating in Bickle's mind, and
everything we see we realize is not the way it really is, but the way he sees it. Other characters, such as Iris
and Wizard, have their own views about how they might change their destinies. Wizard and the other cabbies
congregate at an all-night diner, hinting that they don't have families or stable home lives. Barnett heard in the
drumbeat a wild-eyed martial air charting the pressure on Bickle, who is increasingly oppressed by the
corruption around him, and that the harp, drum, and saxophone play significant roles in the music.
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Relationship Story Backstory Both Travis and Betsy have impossibly high expectations in a potential mate. At
certain times we agree to him as a sophisticated idealist, while other times we portray him as a psycho. When
the police arrive, he pantomimes a gun with his hand and places it again his head, making the sound of gunfire
from deep in his throat. He moves closer to the stage as Palantine is speaking and reaches for his gun, but his
appearance has already drawn the attention of the Secret Service and though they give chase, he manages to
slip away.


